Moving with all possible speed, Megow men and machines are now turning out great quantities of Megow’s “Spotters’ Special” model airplane kits. The best-known warplanes of all the largest warring nations are included—American, British, Russian, Italian, German and Japanese. Every model designed to bring out characteristic features, enabling Air Raid Watchers, students and others to identify planes with speed and accuracy. Two complete series—forty in all—are now ready.

A large part of the Megow plant is now engaged in war production for the Navy, and although “Every Day is Navy Day at Megow’s”, the production of regular lines is continuing. If an occasional delay occurs, we feel sure our dealers and customers will understand that the Navy must always be first.

SEND 15c POSTAGE FOR BIG, NEW 1942 MEGOW CATALOG OF MODEL AIRPLANES, SHIPS AND RAILROADS.